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OVERVIEW

This chapter provides a brief overview
of the project, in terms of how this plan
came to be, as well as some general
background information about Kessler
Mountain as it is today.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Kessler Mountain is a 387 acre natural area located

One of the first tasks identified by the City of

in southeast Fayetteville adjacent to the 232-acre

Fayetteville was the need to create a Trail Master

Regional Park with easy access to I-49 and the rest

Plan for this property. The intent of this Plan is to

of the Northwest Arkansas Region. Kessler Mountain

identify, design and prioritize improvements to

exemplifies the quintessential natural features that

existing and future shared-use trails on Kessler

make the Ozarks region such a beautiful place to

Mountain. Through a request for proposals

live, work and play. Over the years, mountain bike

process, the City of Fayetteville selected

enthusiasts constructed approximately eight miles of

Progressive Trail Design (PTD) in collaboration with

natural surface trails on Kessler Mountain. Ultimately,

Alta Planning and Design and Ozark Ecological

these trails provided access for citizens and community

Restoration to develop this Kessler Mountain

leaders to experience this special property to

Trail Master Plan. The implementation of the

determine that Kessler Mountain had intrinsic value as

recommendations contained in this Plan will

a preserved open space. In 2014, the City of Fayetteville,

ultimately result in an improved network of varied

in partnership with the Walton Family Foundation,

and functional trails that will be accessible to

was fortunate to be able to purchase this property

hikers and bicyclists of all abilities.

and permanently preserve these natural assets for the
citizens of the City of Fayetteville.
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Kessler Mountain and the Regional Park are nestled into a central location with access to recreational, cultural, historical and educational
points of interest. Adjacent destinations include the University of Arkansas, the Razorback Regional Greenway, and Prarie Grove Battlefield.

BACKGROUND
Kessler Mountain is in fact a plateau. As such, it is

The Atoka sandstone formation caps Kessler above

an ideal place within our urban environment to see

the Boyd formation with exposed Trace Creek

the natural forces that provide the basis for living

shale and outcroppings of Kessler Limestone. The

in our area. Fossils associated with marine animals

complex geology weathers the parent material

are visible. Soils resulting from the breakdown of

into many soil types allowing for great biodiversity.

the ancient plateaus provide for the diverse flora,

The area receives an average of 46 inches of

as well as many species of birds and other living

precipitation annually. The Ecological Society of

creatures such as butterflies. These change with

America recognized the ecological importance

the season, making interesting repeat visits to

of Kessler Mountain in their 1926 publication

Kessler.

“Naturalist Guide to the Americas”.

Kessler Mountain is located in the southwest corner
of Fayetteville, Arkansas (Washington County).
The elevation reaches 1,856 feet above sea level
allowing both northern and southern biota.
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Kessler Mountain has a rich history of settlement
from the mid-1800’s and has a unique advantage
of being a property that exists today without
much change from that time period. Blessed with
an abundance of native flora and fauna, stands
of native old-growth Ozark tree species, rock
outcroppings, significant view sheds, and changes
in topography and ecosystem, the property is a
perfect opportunity for citizens from the region
and beyond to engage in discovery of the Ozark
forest, for both recreational and educational
opportunities.
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OVERVIEW

This chapter summarizes the history
of Kessler Mountain from the roots of
the John and Hannah Rieff Family to
the strong-willed property owners of
today, like Frank Sharp, who fought for
the preservation of this local and special
natural amenity.

INTRODUCTION

SETTLEMENT

In 1951, after a hike atop Kessler Mountain, Miss

Modern settlement of Kessler Mountain began in

Jobelle Holcombe wrote:

1838 when John and Hannah Rieff bought twenty
acres on the mountain for $35.00. Resettling from
Wilson County, Tennessee, the couple began to

“As I looked out over the
surrounding picturesque hills at the
distant mountains against the blue
sky with its gray clouds, and at the
valleys between the rolling hills, I
could well understand why John
and Hannah Rieff would settle here
to hew out of the wilderness an
abiding place for the generations to
come.”- Miss Jobelle Holcombe

carve a homestead. This modest beginning led to
the establishment of a new and prosperous family
in the City of Fayetteville.

An image of the original winery found at Kessler Mountain. There
are no remnants of the Kessler Winery today, other than the stone
wine cellar, which can be accessed via the Wino Trail.
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KESSLER’S WINERY

in the State of Arkansas. The wine business was

Phillip Kessler was born to a wine making family in

in full operation by 1869. Between 1869 and 1873,

Germany and brought to Springfield, Missouri at

notices in local papers advertised a “full supply of

a young age. He married Kate, who was also born

native grape wines and celebrated Champagne

in Germany, and they soon had a daughter, Clara

Cider. The trade supplied for sale at Dorman’s

Elizabeth.

Bakery.” Kessler’s Wine Hall opened, on West

The Kessler’s arrived in Fayetteville in 1866 “in a
brand new surrey with four beautiful horses and
$11,000 in gold”. The Kessler’s purchased thirteen
acres on top of the mountain, because it reminded
them of stories they were told about Germany.
They built a house, dug a well and wine cellar and

Center Street in Fayetteville, featuring “Kessler’s
celebrated wines and peach and apple brandies…
drinks ten cents or three for twenty-five cents.”
The local paper described the Wine Hall as “where
bad little boys of town congregate at nights and
shove billiards.”

established probably the first vineyard and winery

The last remaining remnant of the Kessler Winery. This is a very intriguing article from the past that stands even after years and years of
exposure to the natural elements and the threat of development. The natural stone arch makes this feel like a natural wonder.
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Today, nothing remains of the Kessler house and

developed and natural recreation needs through

winery except the hand-dug well and wine cellar

its unique character, existing forest land, and

adjacent to the beautiful, two-story, stone Mount

topography varying from gentle grades to rugged

Kessler Inn.

mountainside. These were all recognized as assets

And still today, Kessler Mountain continues to
support many private homes and acreage. It is
still largely forested, providing habitat for a wide
variety of wildlife.

in offering diverse recreational opportunities. The
site provided ample developable topography for
active sports fields, as well as an adjacent rugged
landscape for forest-based recreation. Moreover,
other attributes of the site such as visibility, an
accessible location, and available adjacent property
contributed to the selection.
As a potential public/private partnership, this
800 acre property was purchased by SouthPass
Development Company for a proposed large
mixed-use development, which called for new
neighborhoods interspersed with greenspace and
parkland. This development, known as SouthPass,
included a proposed donation of 200 acres to the
City for the Regional Park. Although SouthPass was
never realized, Chambers Bank, which held the
property, donated the land for the Regional Park
to the City in 2010. The groundbreaking for phase
one of the new Regional Park was held on March 18,
2015.
Meanwhile, numerous individuals and groups,

The image above is a clipping from the newpaper around the
time the Kessler Minery was at its peak in popularity. The local
paper described the Wine Hall as “where bad little boys of town
congregate at nights and shove billiards.”

led by the tireless efforts of Kessler Mountain
resident Frank Sharp, promoted the acquisition,
preservation, and public enjoyment of much of this
forested mountain. This effort was very popular and

MODERN DEVELOPMENT

generated a great deal of interest in this acquisition.
Chambers Bank agreed to the sale of much of the

Beginning in 2002, Fayetteville began looking for

remaining Cummings property to the City, resulting

a possible location for a Regional Park. An initial

in the acquisition of 387 acres of Kessler Mountain

list of 18 potential sites was eventually narrowed

in March 2014. This acquisition was made possible

down to four sites, ultimately resulting in the Parks

with a generous grant of 1.5 million dollars from the

and Recreation Advisory Board’s recommendation

Walton Family Foundation, an agreement with the

of the 800-acre Cummings property on the east

Fayetteville Natural Heritage Association to assist

slope of Kessler Mountain as the most suitable

in raising a portion of the remaining funds, and to

Regional Park site in August 2003. The Board

create a conservation easement to assist with the

recognized the site’s potential to meet a variety of

protection and management of the property.
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OVERVIEW

This chapter describes documents and
studies used for guidance in the master
planning process for the sensitive
development of Kessler Mountain.

INTRODUCTION
Existing documents and studies related to Kessler

The studies provided valuable information

Mountain have been a driving force behind the

regarding the feasibility of new trails in particular

plan. These documents and studies have served

areas, where existing trails could be improved, and

as a guide and reference for planning with natural

also served as a guide for ecologically sensitive

systems, wildlife habitats, cultural and tourism

areas and associated restrictions. This plan has

attractions, land use and access easements, and

acknowledged and utilized the existing studies,

positive and negative control points.

which are summarized below.
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2013, NOVEMBER – MOUNT KESSLER
RESERVE BY FRANK SHARP
Frank Sharp, Kessler land owner and champion for
its protection, compiled a document advocating
the acquisition and protection of Kessler Mountain
in 2013 while the land was still privately owned.
The document includes history of the mountain,
the current state, ecological & geological studies,
many letters from users, and trail use data. Full
report can be downloaded from the FNHA website:
http://www.fayettevillenatural.org/.

Frank Sharp, Kessler land owner and champion for its protection,
compiled a document advocating the acquisition and protection
of Kessler Mountain in 2013.
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2015, FEBRUARY – A RAPID TERRESTRIAL
ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF KESSLER
MOUNTAIN RESERVE BY THEO WITSELL

global concern. One globally rare plant species,

The Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission

Church’s wild rye, was not previously known in

(ANHC), under contract with the Fayetteville

Washington County. This report presents an

Natural Heritage Association (FNHA), conducted

ecological overview of the site, descriptions of

a rapid ecological assessment of the Kessler

the natural communities present, maps and brief

Mountain Reserve from April through October,

descriptions of ecologically significant areas, maps

2014. This report summarizes findings based on

of known occurrences of species of conservation

six separate inventory trips to the reserve (15 days

concern, and an annotated list of plant species

total) by Theo Witsell, Botanist and Ecologist with

documented from the study area. It also makes

the ANHC. This inventory documented 11 natural

recommendations for ecological management

communities or habitats and 544 plant species

and provides an annotated list of those non-

present in the study area. Five areas or habitats

native invasive plant species present that are

were identified as being especially ecologically

considered to be a threat to the integrity of natural

significant to the site. Populations of at least nine

communities on the reserve. Ecologically sensitive

plant and animal species of state conservation

areas and habitats shown on the graphic plan

concern (rare species) were documented and

maps were determined from this study. Full report

at least two of them are considered to be of

can be downloaded from the FNHA website: http://

Missouri groundcherry, had not been documented
in Arkansas in more than 60 years. A second,

www.fayettevillenatural.org/.
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2013, AUGUST – AN ANALYSIS OF OLD
GROWTH FOREST PARCELS ON KESSLER
MOUNTAIN BY ALAN EDMONDSON

“The forest on Kessler Mountain
is mixed oak-hickory hardwoods.
There are some areas on Kessler
Mountain where remnants
of old growth forests have
escaped logging. These stands
of ancient post oak (Quercus
stellata) and chinkapin oak
(Quercus muehlenbergii) were
not cut because they were not
fit for commercial timber.”- Alan
Edmondson
Full report can be downloaded from the FNHA
website: http://www.fayettevillenatural.org/.
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2012, FEBRUARY – CITY OF FAYETTEVILLE
REGIONAL PARK PLAN

well as roads, parking, and utilities necessary for

The Regional Park consists of 232 acres

have seven soccer fields, eight baseball fields,

immediately adjacent to and on the east side of the

four softball fields, trails, playgrounds, a great

Kessler Mountain property. The Regional Park will

lawn, pavilions, tennis courts, basketball courts,

provide an area for developed, active recreation

volleyball courts, water features, an amphitheater,

while Kessler Mountain provides a natural,

and park maintenance and office facilities.

backcountry complement largely preserved in
its natural condition. This will provide a park
setting with a wide, diverse range of both active
and passive, natural and developed recreation
opportunities.

operation. When fully completed, the park will

The Regional Park will serve as the gateway and
primary trailhead for trail activities on Kessler
Mountain. The park will be connected to the City’s
paved transportation trail system and will contain
a paved loop for fully accessible trail use within the

The first phase of the Regional Park is under

park. Trails immediately adjacent to the trailhead

construction and will open in the fall of 2016.

will be relatively easy, yet the trails will become

This initial development consists of four baseball

progressively more challenging as users travel

fields, six soccer fields, two concession/ restroom/

farther away from the park development.

storage facilities for both baseball and soccer, as
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2013, AUGUST – KESSLER MOUNTAIN
TRAILHEAD LOG DATA: BASELINE TRAIL
USAGE AND USAGE FROM 07/14/14 TO
Baseline Trail Usage
05/12/15
09/12/2013 - 07/13/2014

Kessler Mountain Trailhead Log Data
Baseline Trail Usage
09/12/2013 - 07/13/2014

The efforts by Frank
Sharp Unique
and theGroup
City of
Monthly
Logs

Trailhead
Fayetteville to document the amountPublic
and type
of
12-Sep-13
users frequenting Kessler Mountain
October-15have resulted
November-13
in the information outlined in the section of the
December-13
plan. The baseline data was collected from Frank
January-14
Sharp’s trail use log and was
collected from August
February-14
March-14
12, 2013 until July 13, 2014. The most recent data
April-14
was collected from July 14, 2014
until May 15, 2015,
May-14
June-14
wich coincides with the opening date of the public
13-Jul-14

trailhead located along Judge Cummings Road.

Kessler Mountain Tr

Monthly Unique Group Logs
Public Trailhead Private Trailhead
288
Private Trailhead 12-Sep-13
Totals
349
288October-15
288
November-13
852
349
349
December-13
207
852
852
503
207January-14
207
February-14
284
503
503
710
284 March-14
284
April-14
745
710
710
May-14
745
745
745
June-14
375
745
745
290
375 13-Jul-14
375
0
5348
290
290
0
5348
5348

Kessler Mountain Trailhead Log Data
07/14/2014 - 05/12/2015
Unique Logs

Public Trailhead Private Trailhead
1975
2770

Total Users
Groups with 10+

4178
38.70%
12

6604
61.30%
31

Totals
4745
10782
100%
43

Baseline Trail Users: 5348

TYPES OF USERS
Types of User Groups
Hike
Bike
Run
Other

2942
513
487
236
4178

5615
451
455
83
6604

Bike
12%

8557
964
942
319
10782

Run
12%

Hike
70%
Hike

Monthly Unique Group Logs
July-14
August-14
September-14
October-14
November-14
December-14
January-15
February-15
March-15
April-15
12-May-15

173
142
159
228
203
132
319
146
167
237
69
1975

143
236
287
350
320
185
341
237
244
292
135
2770

316
378
446
578
523
317
660
383
411
529
204
4745

Other
6%

Bike

Other

Total Monthly Unique Logs
400
300
200
100
0
City

City
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Private

Totals
288
349
852
207
503
284
710
745
745
375
290
5348
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Kessler Mountain Trailhead Log Data
City

Monthly Total Users
July-14
August-14
September-14
October-14
November-14
December-14
January-15
February-15
March-15
April-15
12-May-15

301
239
258
506
607
289
629
320
382
503
144
4178

312
517
680
791
865
452
811
565
546
808
257
6604

613
756
938
1297
1472
741
1440
885
928
1311
401
10782

Private

Total Monthly Users
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

City

Private
Kessler Mountain Trailhead Log Data

Kessler Mountain Trailhead Log Data

Kessler Mountain Trailhead Log Data Kessler Mountain Trailhead Log Data

de
1
2
4

2
2
2
4
2

1

1
1
2

2
4
2

11

Point of Origin By Zipcode
2 011592
054521
064102
068404
4 070424
3 229453
240602
287872
7 300767
308172
312014
2 316002
323012
1 329591
1 334861
338271
4 368494
1 381041
383051
383051
2 406422
407412
2 457292
6 457506
469322
5 488235
492214
495062
1 532131
1 548801
2 549562
55803
11
60102
60189
63005
63025
63367
63608
64057
64081
64086
64108
64124
64151
64157
64804
64850
65201
65202
65401
65605
65616
65625
65708
65803
65804
65806
65809
66018
66062
66205
66216
66219
66223
67212
68516

2
1
2
4

2
2
2
4
2

1

1
1
2

2
4
2

11

2
1
2
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
7
7
2
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
6
6
2
5
5
4
2
1
1
1
1
2Kessler2 Mountain Trailhead Log Data
11

3
4
2
2
2
5
7
7
2
5
5
1
2
1

2
2

2
3
2
2
1

3
2
1
4
1
4
3
3
1
2

2
7
1

2
3

3
4
2
2
2
5
7
7
2
5
5
1
2
1
2
3
2
4
2
1
3
2
1
4
1
4
3
3
2
8
2
1
2
3

68618
71655
71730
71846
71901
71913
71943
72002
72019
72021
72034
72070
72076
72116
72118
72202
72205
72207
72210
72212
72223
72342
72421
72601
72616
72631
72632
72634
72641
72648
72651
72701
72702
72703
72704
72712
72714
72715
72716
72717
72718
72719
72722
72723
72724
72727
72728
72730
72733
72734
72735
72737
72738
72742
72744
72745
72751
72753
72756
72758
72759
72761
72762
72764
72765
72766
72767
72768

5

1
8
2

1
3
2
2
5
2
4

1

4
4

3
1621
41
800
539
64
11
6
2
1
6
13
2
1
1
31
189
3
15
1
8
5
16
26
4
91
19
59
32
141
102

5
1
8
2
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
7
7
7
9
2
2
2
8
13
2
4
16
16
4
2
2
4
4
1
5
5
6
6
2
6
2
6
2
2
1
1
9
9
3
2317
3938
35Kessler
76Mountain Trailhead Log Data
1300
2100
1028
74
10
12
3
7
3
2

48
2
461
2
2
1
13
36
8
121
74
129
1
32
181
204
3
1
6
2

1567
138
21
18
5
8
9
15
2
1
1
79
2
650
3
17
1
10
5
1
29
62
12
212
93
188
1
64
322
306
3
1
6
2

72769
72770
72773
72774
72830
72854
72901
72903
72904
72908
72916
72921
72923
72941
72946
72947
72956
72959
73026
73069
73071
73072
73102
73584
74006
74008
74011
74012
74019
74063
74066
74114
74133
74301
74338
74403
74434
74948
74960
75002
75013
75019
75025
75043
75060
75074
75077
75080
75088
75093
75094
75205
75228
75240
75287
75474
76051
77384
77494
77521
78028
78627
78723
78727
78750
80209
80424
80501
81014
81611
89448
90027
92657
92833
93117
94110
94117
94118
95120
95380
96826
97084
97237

1
12
98
1
3
3
2
1
9
3
4

7
2

3
7
1

2

4

1

2
12
2
154
1
1
29
32
3
6
3
3
21
23
1
2
17
26
2
2
3
2
6
1
1
1
1
9
16
2
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
7
1
4
4
1
1
2
2
2
7
7
1
1
5Kessler5 Mountain Trailhead Log Data
4
2
56
1

4
4
2
5
4

2

5
1

3
6

1
2
1
2
1
1
4

2
2

1
4178

4
4
2
5
4
2
2
2
8
8
8
13
4
4
1
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
1
1
2
2
4
4
3
6
7
7
3
3
3
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
4
4
2
1
1
1 Kessler1 Mountain Trailhead Log Data
4
1
1
1
1
8
8
2
2
4
4
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
1
1
2
2
1
6604 10782
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OVERVIEW

This chapter outlines the objectives, which were
developed in the stakeholder meetings through
the consensus building efforts of the facilitator.
These objectives used to create a comprehensive
trails plan that will serve as another set of
guidelines for the development of the Kessler
Mountain Trails Master Plan.
INTRODUCTION
This comprehensive trails plan serves as a
foundation for creating new trails, improving
existing trails and adding trail amenities to
provide a wide range of users with a variety of trail
experiences, as well as expand outdoor recreation
and education opportunities on the mountain.

OBJECTIVES OF THIS TRAILS MASTER PLAN:
1
1.
Assess the sustainability of existing trails

and needs for potential re-routes and trail
improvements.
2
2.
Address the needs and desires of targeted

The proposed trails will be purposefully designed

user groups while considering impacts

to allow trail users to experience the beauty

to wildlife and other resources, as well as

of Kessler on foot or bicycle while minimizing

minimizing the impact of any new trails.

user conflict and environmental impact. The

3
3.
Improve user safety and reduce user conflict

plan focuses on soft-surface trails, however it

by better organizing the trail system, creating

does include some conceptual paved trails that

additional areas for the public to recreate, and

are in line with the City of Fayetteville’s Active
Transportation Master Plan.
Through a request for proposal, the City of

offering more loop options to better disperse
traffic.
4
4.
Assess the skill level of existing trails and

Fayetteville selected Progressive Trail Design,

propose new trails that create a greater

with Alta Planning + Design, and Ozark Ecological

diversity of user ability and skill levels.

Restoration Inc. (OERI) to assist with the
development of this comprehensive trails plan.

5
5.
Determine key connections between

recreational areas and improve trail system
functionality by creating better links to trails.
6
6.
Create a sustainable multi-use trail system

that appeals to the widest variety of users.
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PROGRESSIVE TRAIL DESIGN (PTD):
A highly skilled Trail building/Bike Park Development company based in the rugged Ozark
Mountains of Northwest Arkansas with an office in the foothills of the Colorado Rockies.
PTD is a member of the Professional Trail Builders Association (PTBA) and specializes in the
development of “progressive recreational facilities”, mountain bike parks, municipal park
renovations and enhancements, and a wide variety of purpose-built trails (i.e. equine trails,
motorized trails, bike trails, interpretive hiking trails, etc…).

SCOPE OF WORK:
1
1.
Overall Site Assessment – Inventory the entire site, determine property boundaries,

analyze and identify opportunities and constraints, identify environmentally sensitive
areas (through the assistance of OERI and referencing Witsell’s Report), identify positive
and negative control points, and identify a preliminary concept of trail expansion
feasibility.
2
2.
Existing Trail Assessment - Assess all eight miles of existing trail. Identify any poorly

aligned segments, drainage issues, and/or flow issues. Make recommendations for
improvements and GPS the recommendations to be shown on the overall map.
3
3.
Conceptual Layout - Through input from the public and stakeholder meetings,

determine the desired amount and type of new trail that is appropriate for Kessler
Mountain and begin to layout conceptual alignments.
4
4.
Final Layout - Once a consensus has been established regarding which of the new trails,

reroutes and additions are acceptable, PTD will begin to ground truth the trails and
GPS their general alignment. These alignments will go on the first draft for review and
comment. This is a conceptual layout and does not include final flagging and alignment.
5
5.
Deliverables - Master Plan Proposal - After comments and revisions, PTD staff will

compile the map, all field notes, proposed trails with descriptions and support images,
and a budget for construction into one comprehensive document along with a separate
map/plan.
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Displayed are examples of work from Progressive Trail
Design (PTD) throughout Northwest Arkansas:
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OVERVIEW

This chapter describes the process
performed to gather input involving the
general public and stakeholder groups.
Public input was gathered in variety
of ways, ranging from conversational
feedback to different forms of media.

INTRODUCTION
The trails plan was developed through the input

A stakeholder group comprised of over 20

of the city, the public, private organizations and

individuals representing various user groups and

professionals. The process began in mid-2015

organizations was formed to guide the direction

and continued over the course of six months.

of the plan throughout the process. In total, there

The biggest challenge in developing this plan

were six stakeholder meetings and four public

was to find the balance between preservation

input sessions. In addition, Alta Planning + Design

and recreation. Through the input of the public

created a public survey in which 150 respondents

and the collaboration of the diverse group of

provided their feedback. This data was also critical

stakeholders, a compromise was reached which

in the development of the plan.

resulted in the plan presented in this document.
The Rapid Terrestrial Ecological Assessment Plan by
Theo Witsell and the Analysis of Old Growth Forest
Parcels by Alan Edmonson were utilized as a basis
for proposing new trails and improving existing
trails.
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LIST OF PROJECT STAKEHOLDERS

•

Walton Family Foundation

•

Alta Planning + Design

•

Beaver Watershed Alliance

•

City of Fayetteville Active

•

City of Fayetteville Development

City of Fayetteville Parks and
Recreation

•

Restoration Inc.

Fayetteville Public Schools

•

Ozark Off-Road Cyclists

•

Illinois River Watershed

•

Ozark Regional Land Trust

•

Progressive Trail Design

Partnership
•

International Mountain
Bicycling Association

•

Kessler Greenways

•

NWA Audubon Society /
Arkansas Audubon

City of Fayetteville Parks and
Recreation Advisory Board

Ozark Ecological

•

Services
•

•

Heritage Association

Transportation Committee
•

Fayetteville Natural

•

NWA Land Trust

PUBLIC INPUT SUMMARY:
Survey results and a summary of comments

its natural beauty and remote back country feel.

received from the public input sessions are

Almost all users unanimously agreed that they

included in Appendix B: Public Input from the

wish to keep that experience intact. Differences

two public input sessions. Below are general

are primarily centered on the amount of new trail

statements from different user groups that

appropriate for the mountain and where proposed

highlight common desires and concerns.

trails should be located. Through the use of

Two main categories emerged from the public

existing studies and the feedback of different user

and stakeholder comments: Preservation and

groups, this plan was developed to address this

Recreation. The biggest challenge of this plan was

balance of users’ needs.

to find the balance between these two opposing

The two primary user groups are hikers and

viewpoints. The end goal was to respect the

mountain bikers. The hiker group includes

natural environment and key sensitive areas

anyone on foot: trail runners, birdwatchers,

outlined in the ecological assessment, while still

photographers, backpackers, etc. The mountain

providing access to new areas and proposing

biker group includes anyone on a bike; however,

new trails to build skill level progression into the

this group also falls into the hiker group, because

trail system. Given that an existing eight-mile trail

many who bike also hike and run.

system has been on the mountain since the early
2000’s, users have already grown to love it for
26 | Chapter 5: The Planning Process
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Based on the feedback gathered during the public
input process, hikers are linked to enjoying short
loops and destinations, such as a bluff, overlook,
or spring. Their focus is not so much on the trail
itself, but the efficiency of finding a unique location
and the experience of getting there. Mountain
bikers, on the other hand, are linked to longer,
exciting, flowing trail loops. They desire a unique
experience with a focus on a variety of trail types
and challenges. In order to meet the desires of
these two groups, it was equally important to
provide new trails as well as improve the existing
trail system.
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OVERVIEW

This chapter provides a brief overview
of the project, in terms of how this plan
came to be, as well as some general
background information about Kessler
Mountain as it is today.

INTRODUCTION
The overall trail master plan map for Kessler

For Kessler Mountain, the goal was to create a

Mountain includes three primary components.

shared-use trail system that would work well for

Each of these will be detailed in the following

the widest variety of use. Through strategic and

pages.

sustainable design, this plan has been created
to address the needs of all users; hikers, bikers,
nature enthusiasts, trail runners, groups, and

COMPONENTS OF TRAILS MASTER PLAN:
1
1.
Existing Trail Improvements Plan

users with special needs.
Another critical component that drives design is
positive and negative control points. The positive

2
2.
Proposed Trails

control points are the places you want to take the

3
3.
Other Trail & Recreational Opportunities

trail to, such as an overlook or a waterfall. The
negative control points are those areas you want
to stay away from, such as a sensitive ecological
habitat, or a wet area. To put it simply, the goal is to

DESIGN APPROACH

identify all the positive control points and connect

When developing a trail system, the primary
goal is to build sustainable trails and protect
environmentally sensitive areas. Supplementing
this goal with trail experiences that appeal to a
variety of user groups and minimize user conflict,
maximizes the overall experience. In order to
create this experience, user group are typically
either segregated or integrated depending on the
size of the site and the type and volume of users.
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the dots in a sustainable fashion while avoiding the

trails and the more accessible, easier trails. The

negative control points.

more advanced cyclists and adventurous hikers/

CONCEPT

runners will use more of the system and travel to

Input from both the stakeholder group and
the public raised a concern about user conflict,
specifically between pedestrians and cyclists.
This is a common concern and one that has been

the remote areas; whereas, the beginners and less
ambitious will generally stay closer to the trailhead
on these more accessible trails. This also provides
for a variety of loop configurations.

addressed in the design of the trail system. There
are a number of solutions to mitigate user conflict.

SUSTAINABLE TRAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES

First and foremost, it is important to create a

There are two documents established for

well-organized progressive-based trail system.

trailbuilding and are referred to as the industry

This is achieved by providing a variety of trails at

standard:

varying levels of difficulty: beginner, intermediate,
and expert. This applies to all user groups and is

United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA)

signified by the character of the trail itself. Steeper,

Trail Construction and Maintenance Notebook

rocky trails are considered expert while smooth

as well as the International Mountain Bicycling

trails on gentle grades are considered beginner.

Association’s (IMBA) Sustainable Trail Design

This helps to provide an opportunity for beginner

Standards. Though IMBA is a mountain bike trail

level cyclists, less ambitious hikers or less mobile

advocacy organization, these trail guidelines are

users to enjoy nature in a more comfortable

commonly accepted by all trail builders as the

fashion. Given that almost all of the existing trails

standard for sustainable trail design.

on Kessler are considered difficult and expert
level, it is important to integrate some beginner
and intermediate level trails into the plan. The
area below the bluff line on the east side of the
mountain provides the perfect terrain for these
types of trails and is immediately accessible to the
developed Regional Park.
The new trails will create a “stacked-loop trail
system.” This means that one loop is connected
to the previous loop in a stacked formation. This
allows the system to develop with the easier
trails near the trailhead and each connected loop
becoming progressively more challenging as they
advance in distance. This helps to segregate users
and disperse traffic. The topography of Kessler
caters well to this progressive-based, stackedloop trail system because the bluff line circling
the perimeter of the mountain acts as a natural
separation between the more distant, rugged
30 | Chapter 6: The Trail Plan

There are many valuable resources to refer to regarding natural
surface trail design.
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The Kessler Mountain Trails Master Plan proposes
the recomendations for improvements and
proposed natural surface trails meet the definition
and guidelines outlined below:

FIVE SUSTAINABLE TRAIL PRINCIPLES:
Ideally, a trail would simultaneously incorporate
all of these principles.

NATURAL SURFACE TRAIL DEFINITION:
A natural surface trail is any type of trail utilizing
native mineral soils as the primary final tread
surface. Comprised of a “full bench cut”, these trails
commonly follow the land contours and pass by
or incorporate terrain features. Developing these
trails with moderate grades, mild undulation and
limited surface variation delivers a very sustainable
resource. However, grades and surface may be
adjusted to provide a variety of textures and
experiences. Tread can range from eighteen (18) inch
wide single track to five (5) foot wide double track.
This kind of trail can be produced to accommodate
any type of user group. The “full bench cut” simply
means that the tread is completely carved out of
undisturbed soil with none of the excavated fill used
as a part of the tread. This provides a more durable,
sustainable trail.

TWO CRITICAL TRAILBUILDING TIPS:
1

1

THE HALF RULE

2

THE 10-PERCENT AVERAGE
GUIDELINE

3

MAXIUM SUSTAINABLE GRADE

4

GRADE REVERSALS

5

OUTSLOPE

SUSTAINABLE TRAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES:
1

2

Build with the contour of the land and use
frequent grade reversals.

3

Follow the half-rule: A trail’s grade should
not exceed half the grade of the cross slope.

4

Maximum grade should be 15 percent
(except for natural or built rock structures).

5

Average grade should stay under 10 percent
(with grade reversals).

6

Route trails to positive control points
(viewpoints, water, and other attractions).

7

Use bench-cut construction and excavate
soil from the hillside.

AVOID THE FALL LINE.
Fall-line trails usually follow the shortest
route down a hill - the same path that
water flows. The problem with fall-line
trails is that they focus water down their
length. The speeding water strips the trail
of soil, exposing roots, creating gullies, and
scarring the environment.

8

2

AVOID FLAT AREAS.
Flat terrain lures many trailbuilders with
the initial ease of trail construction.
However, if a trail is not located on a slope,
there is the potential for the trail to become
a collection basin for water. The trail tread
must always be slightly higher than the
ground on at least one side of it so that
water can drain properly.

Keep water off the tread and users on it.

9

10

Provide an tread out-slope of three to five
percent in order to encourage rapid water
removal from the tread.
For reroutes, reclaim the old trail
thoroughly, both the visual corridor as well
as the trail tread.
For highly technical trails where grade will
sometimes exceed 15 percent, use natural
rock, rock armoring or other rock features
to add challenge and improve sustainability.
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LEGEND

NOTE: ALL TRAIL LENGTHS AND ALIGNMENTS ARE APPROXIMATE

EXISTING TRAILS

BIKING ALLOWED
Kessler Mountain Trails Master Plan

6 Miles (Within Park Boundary)

BEGINNER LOOP
LEGEND
1.5 Miles (4’WIDE)

RESTROOMS
NOTE: ALL TRAIL LENGTHS AND ALIGNMENTS ARE APPROXIMATE

EXISTING TRAILS
Miles (Within
LOWER 6BLUFF
TRAIL Park Boundary)

PARKING
AREA
BIKING
ALLOWED

BEGINNER LOOP
1.5 Miles
(4’WIDE)
EAST BLUFF
TRAIL

RESTROOMS
ABANDONED TRAILS

3.4 Miles (2’-3’ WIDE)

1.7 Miles (18”-2’ WIDE)

PARKING
AREA
FUTURE
PAVED TRAILS

LOWER BLUFF TRAIL
3.4 Miles (2’-3’ WIDE)
TRAIL REROUTES
1 Mile

Proposed by the City of Fayetteville

ABANDONED TRAILS

EAST BLUFF TRAIL

1.7 Miles (18”-2’ WIDE)

PAVED TRAILS - PROPOSED

FUTURE PAVED TRAILS

Proposed by City of Fayetteville

Proposed by the City of Fayetteville

TRAIL REROUTES
1 Mile

PAVED TRAILS - PROPOSED

ECOLOGICALLY SIGNIFICANT
AREAS AND HABITATS

Proposed by City of Fayetteville

SHALE BARRENS

ECOLOGICALLY SIGNIFICANT
AREASBLUFFS
AND HABITATS
SHALE BARRENS
OLD GROWTH
POST
OAK WOODLAND
BLUFFS

RIPARIAN HABITAT
OLD GROWTH POST
Information taken fromOAK
Arkansas
Natural
WOODLAND
Heritage Commission. Ecological Assessment
prepared by Theo Witsell on February 2015

RIPARIAN HABITAT

Information taken from Arkansas Natural
Heritage Commission. Ecological Assessment
prepared by Theo Witsell on February 2015

GIONAL PARK

JUDGE CUMMINGS ROAD

KESSLER MOUNTAIN TRAILS MASTER PLAN
JUDGE CUMMINGS ROAD

RO
AD

REGIONAL PARK

Kessler Mountain public area integrated with the
planned development of the Regional Park. The

NG
S
NG

SR
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D

plan proposed by Prgressive Trail Design highlights

CAT
OS

PRI
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OS
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The plan presented on this page represents the

the concept of a stacked loop trail system
integrating the existing trail system wtih a range of
difficulty for all trail users to experience.
The plan used to illustrate the City of Fayetteville’s
Regional Park plan can be viewed in entriety in
Appendix D: City of Fayetteville Regional Park Plan.
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OVERVIEW

This chapter outlines the current
conditions and the recommendations
from Progressive Trail Design for the
six miles of public use trail at Kessler
Mountain.
INTRODUCTION
The existing trail system on Kessler Mountain is

Most of the existing trails today have stayed in

approximately eight miles. Six miles of this system

relatively good shape, however, as expected,

are on city property, while the remaining two are

there are some design and sustainability issues

on private property. The two miles on private

that must be addressed. This report will result in

property were assessed in this report and are

recommendations to resolve some of these issues

discussed in more detail in the following pages.

and problem areas.

As previously mentioned, all existing trails were

As such, Progressive Trail Design conducted a full

built by volunteers, primarily Ozark Off-Road

assessment of all existing trails. The assessment

Cyclists, over the last 15 years with the permission

identified problem areas and poorly aligned trail

of previous and existing landowners. There was

segments and prescribes solutions to these areas.

no master plan for these trails. It was simply a

This has resulted in a condition/prescription survey

group of volunteers building trails slowly over time.

in order to make the trail system sustainable in

All the trails were built by hand to maximize the

accordance with the industry accepted guidelines

trail experience in the best terrain for mountain

for building sustainable trails.

biking. It is important to note that all existing trails
are considered “expert” level according to IMBA
Guidelines.

The intention of this trails improvement plan
was to maintain the alignment and character of
the existing trail system. Recommendations for

These trails are all one to two feet wide singletrack

reroutes in areas where the trail is either too

that are very rocky and technically challenging

steep, located in perpetually wet zones, or have

in nature. For most hikers this is not a problem,

alignment issues that hinder traffic flow (aka

but a mountain biker must be an advanced rider

“trail flow”). All problem spots, including small

to navigate these trails comfortably. Therefore,

reroutes, are indicated on the Existing Trail plan

beginner and intermediate level trails for all users

with recommended solutions and are expanded

are one of the most critical needs of the trail

upon later in this chapter. Any reroutes that were

system.

significant are indicated on the plan as a separate,
proposed trail.
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CM1

CONDITION:
Steep grade with poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION: 200’ Re-route to reduce grade and improve drainage.

CM2

CONDITION:
Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: 100’ Reroute above seep.

CM3

CONDITION:
Bad trail alignment causing poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION: 50’ Reroute to improve drainage.

CM5

WM1

RC3

RC6
WM2

Seep and bad trail alignment causing poor
drainage and wet trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: 100' Reroute to improve drainage.

EB1 CONDITION: 50' fall line trail.

RC7

CM7

CM8

CONDITION:
Bad Trail Alignment causing poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION: 150’ Reroute to improve drainage.

Poor drainage.
Inline drainage feature.

PRESCRIPTION: 100' reroute to mellow grades.

ROCK CITY

CM9

CONDITION:
Bad Trail alignment causing poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION: 200' reroute to improve drainage.

CM10

CONDITION:
Bad Trail alignment causing poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION: 100' reroute to improve drainage.

CM11

CONDITION:
Bad Trail alignment causing poor drainage
PRESCRIPTION: 100' reroute to improve drainage.

CONDITION: Trail grade too steep for an extended distance.
PRESCRIPTION: 200' reroute to reduce the trails grade..

Eggbeater Trail Repairs

CONDITION:
2 Seeps causing wet trail head.
PRESCRIPTION: 30’ Rock Armoring

CONDITION:
Bad Trail alignment causing poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION: 150' reroute to improve drainage.

CONDITION: At the intersection with Eggbeater Trail the drainage runs directly down
the Western Myth Trail paired with steep grades and poor drainage for an
extended distances.
PRESCRIPTION: 400' reroute to the North to allow for a better intersection location and
reduce the trail grades.

These existing trails are
contingent on access
to private property

CONDITION:

CONDITION:
PRESCRIPTION:

CM13

Western Myth Trail Repairs

CI
TY

RC5
RC2

CM6

CM12

CK

RC1

CONDITION: Seep causing muddy trail tread.

EB2 PRESCRIPTION: 75' rock armoring.

RC9

RC10

RC8

RC11

Senior Citizens ADA
Parking & Trail Hub

PROPERTY BOUNDA
RY
RC12

RC13

RC14

CONDITION:
Trail coms close to itself as it snakes down the slope.
PRESCRIPTION: 800' reroute. Move upper leg upslope and tapper
down to the double rock drop. After drop, middle
leg travers slope instead of climbing. Move lower leg
downslope then traverse slope back to trail.

NE

CM4

RO

RC4

Crazy Mary Repairs

I
ENT
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SE

CM12

CM13

EB1

RC15

CM11

CONDITION:
Poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION: Inline Drainage features

EB2

SB3

CM10

SB2

TT1

WM1

Landfill Area
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SB4
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The potential reroute of these
existing trail is contingent on
access to private property
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AREAS AND HABITATS
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PROPERTY BOUNDA
RY

KESSLER MOUNTAIN ROAD

RIPARIAN HABITAT
Information taken from Arkansas Natural
Heritage Commission. Ecological Assessment
prepared by Theo Witsell on February 2015
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Rock City Trail Repairs

Spellbound Repairs
SB1

CONDITION:

At the Intersection with Western Myth the drainage
runs down Spellbound.
PRESCRIPTION: 100' reroute to allow for better intersection location
and drainage.
CONDITION:

Poor drainage on rock drop landing.

SB2 PRESCRIPTION: Create better drainage and 50' rock armoring.
SB3

CONDITION:

Corner is too tight and trail grade too steep causing
poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION: 200' reroute to reduce grades and improve drainage.

SB4 CONDITION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: 50' rock armoring.

RC1

CONDITION: Turns exceeds maximum grade for climbing turns.
PRESCRIPTION:
Corner 1 - Rebuild as a rolling crown switchback.
Corner 2 - Rebuild as a rolling crown switchback with 5'Hx30'L crib wall retaining backside of
turn to maintain existing drainage from road. Regrade trail between between turns to
improve drainage

RC2

CONDITION: Large boulder blocking trail causing narrow unsafe route around.
PRESCRIPTION: Build a 2'Hx10'L crib wall to create a safe a sustainable route around boulder.

RC3

CONDITION: Large boulder fell onto trail blocking the tread causing users to go off
trail to avoid.
PRESCRIPTION: Move large boulder and reestablish original trail alignment.

RC4

SB5 CONDITION:

Steep trail grades and poor drainage before corner.
PRESCRIPTION: Realign corner upslope for improved drainage.

SB6 CONDITION:

Poor drainage before corner.
PRESCRIPTION: 60' reroute of corner for improved drainag

RC5

CONDITION: Narrow tree gate for mountain bikers specifically, causing users to go around.
PRESCRIPTION: Opt.1: Remove the Silver Maple.
Opt.2: 30’ reroute down slope.

RC6

CONDITION: Old tree stump in trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: Remove stump.

Trail grade exceeds the maximum grade of 15%
for an extended distance.
PRESCRIPTION: 500' reroute with a climbing turn to reduce trail grades
and better align trail and trail flow..

RC7

CONDITION: Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: 50' rock armoring.

CONDITION:

RC8

CONDITION: Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: 30' rock armoring.

RC9

CONDITION: Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: 100' reroute and rock armoring.

SB7 CONDITION:

Poor drainage at the intersection of Western Myth
PRESCRIPTION: 150' reroute to allow for better intersection location
and improved drainage.

SB8

SB9

SB10

SB11

CONDITION: Steep rocky fall-line trail for approx. 200’ causing poor drainage and
difficult navigation for some users.
PRESCRIPTION: Opt.1: Stay on existing trail alignment. Repair using rolling grade dips and
rock armoring.
Opt.2 (preferred): 300’ reroute upslope from existing trail alignment using
grade reversals for water management.

CONDITION:

Poor location and alignment of trails at intersection
with Eggbeater.
PRESCRIPTION: 200' reroute for better intersection location and
improved drainage.
CONDITION:
Two turns exceed maximum grade for climbing turns
PRESCRIPTION: Relocate both turns approx. 75’ behind current location
in order to reduce grades

RC10

CONDITION:
Poor drainage on old road bed.
PRESCRIPTION: Build in-line grade dips to improve drainage.

Trent Trail Repairs
TT1 CONDITION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: 400' reroute with 100' of rock armoring. This is also part
of the major reroute around the Shale Barren shown on
the map.

RC11

CONDITION: Dead tree in corner, causing a tight radius.
PRESCRIPTION: Remove dead tree to open radius of corner.

RC12

CONDITION: Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION: 100' rock armoring.

RC13

RC14

RC15

CONDITION: Seep drains down trail and the trail is located too close to a barbed wire
fence, making it dangerous for users.
PRESCRIPTION: 500' reroute including, 2 climbing turns and 30' of rock armoring to
span seep. This reroute will also help to control the speeds of mountain
bikers. Close old trail.
CONDITION: Radius of corner is too tight causing users, primarily mountain bikers to
stray off trail. The corner is also too close to a barbed wire fence, making
it dangerous for users.
PRESCRIPTION: Open radius of corner and along with a 50' reroute downhill from corner.
CONDITION: Hikers have created a social trail that creates a direct route to the Shale Barren.
PRESCRIPTION: Reroute turn north to create separation and install “stay on trail” signs.
Close social trail.

JUDGE CUMMINGS ROAD
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REGIONAL PARK

CONDITION: Radius of corner is too tight causing users, primarily mountain bikers
to stray off trail.
PRESCRIPTION: Relocate corner with a 75' reroute to allow for better turn radius.

LEGEND
EXISTING TRAILS

KESSLER MOUNTAIN EXISTING TRAILS
CONDITION/PRESCRIPTION SURVEY
The recommendations for the existing trail system
will be outlined on the following pages in more
detail.

NOTE: ALL TRAIL LENGTHS AND ALIGNMENTS ARE APPROXIMATE

BIKING ALLOWED

6 Miles (Within Park Boundary)

BEGINNER LOOP
1.5 Miles (4’WIDE)

RESTROOMS
PARKING AREA

LOWER BLUFF TRAIL
3.4 Miles (2’-3’ WIDE)

Potential Secondary
Parking & Trailhead

VEMENT PLAN

EAST BLUFF TRAIL

ABANDONED TRAILS
PAVED TRAILS - PROPOSED

1.7 Miles (18”-2’ WIDE)

Proposed by City of Fayetteville

TRAIL REROUTES

FUTURE PAVED TRAILS

1 Mile

Proposed by the City of Fayetteville
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PRESCRIPTION TREATMENTS

Climbing Turns

This section is to familiarize the reader with terms

A turn where the grade of the trail as it passes

and types of treatment proposed in the Kessler

through the fall line is exactly the same as the

Mountain Existing Trails Condition/Prescription

grade of the slope being traversed.

Survey. The terms discussed in this section are:
rock armoring, inline drainage features, climbing
turns, rolling crown switchback, knick construction.
Rock Armoring

Rolling Crown Switchbacks
Rolling crown switchbacks are sustainable turns
on a hillside engineered for drainage. The trail is
routed onto a

Rock armoring can be used for drainage crossings,

crowned deck

trail approaches,

where it makes

and steep trail

a transition to

sections that need

the opposite

additional protection

direction. The

from erosion. Rock

upper approach

armoring tends to

is insloped to

be relatively low

drain water out

maintenance and

the back of the landing, while the lower approach

visually appealing,

is outsloped.

while also stabilizing challenging trail sections.
Inline Drainage
Inline drainage features are typically used on
existing treads where the tread has already been
established and there is little space for a large,
wide, relatively clog-proof dip and outlet formed
through alignment. Please refer to the image on
page 47 for more information.
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Knicks are constructed
into existing trail
tread in order to drain
puddles from flat areas.
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Knick Construction
A knick is an effective outsloped drain constructed
into existing trails. For a knick to be effective, the
trail tread must have lower ground next to it so the

water has a place to drain. A knick is a shaved down
semicircle about ten-feet long that is outsloped
about fifteen percent in the center. Knicks should
be unnoticeable to users.

KESSLER MOUNTAIN EXISTING TRAILS CONDITION/PRESCRIPTION SURVEY

ROCK CITY TRAIL
RC1

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #1

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.394
Longitude: W94 13.248

ESTIMATED COST:

$6,500.00

CONDITION:

RC1

LOCATION:

ESTIMATED COST:

$500.00

Large boulder fell onto trail blocking the tread causing
users to go off trail to avoid.

PRESCRIPTION:

Corner 1 - Rebuild as a rolling crown switchback
Corner 2 - Rebuild as a rolling crown switchback
with 5’Hx30’L crib wall retaining backside of turn to

PRESCRIPTION:

Move large boulder and reestablish original trail
alignment.

maintain existing drainage from road. Regrade trail
between turns to improve drainage

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #2

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.382
Longitude: W94 13.185

CONDITION:

Turns exceed maximum grade for climbing turns.

RC2

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #3

Latitidue: N36 02.384
Longitude: W94 13.215

ESTIMATED COST:

$800.00

CONDITION:

Large boulder blocking trail causing narrow unsafe
route around.
PRESCRIPTION:

RC4

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #4

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.442
Longitude: W94 13.175

ESTIMATED COST:

$3,400.00

CONDITION:

Steep rocky fall-line trail for approx. 200’ causing
poor drainage and difficult navigation for some users.
PRESCRIPTION:

Option 1: Stay on existing trail alignment. Repair
using rolling grade dips and rock armoring.

Build a 2’Hx10’L crib wall to create a safe a

Option 2 (preferred): 300’ reroute upslope from

sustainable route around boulder.

existing trail alignment using grade reversals for
water management.
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RC5

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #5

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.336
Longitude: W94 13.032

ESTIMATED COST:

$200.00

RC8

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #8

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.159
Longitude: W94 13.029

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,350.00

CONDITION:

CONDITION:

Narrow tree gate for mountain bikers specifically,
causing users to go around.
PRESCRIPTION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION:

30’ rock armoring.

Opt.1: Remove the Silver Maple.
Opt.2: 30’ reroute down slope.

RC6

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #6

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.324
Longitude: W94 13.027

ESTIMATED COST:

$200.00

CONDITION:

RC9

LOCATION:

ESTIMATED COST:

$800.00

CONDITION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.

100’ rock armoring.

PRESCRIPTION:

Remove stump.

RC10

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #7

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.150
Longitude: W94 13.065

PRESCRIPTION:

Old tree stump in trail tread.

RC7

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #9

Latitidue: N36 02.221
Longitude: W94 13.007

ESTIMATED COST:

$2,250.00

CONDITION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION:

50’ rock armoring.
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Rock City Trail
Recommendation #10

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.159
Longitude: W94 13.114

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,800.00

CONDITION:

Radius of corner is too tight causing users, primarily
mountain bikers to stray off trail.
PRESCRIPTION:

Relocate corner with a 75’ reroute to allow for better
turn radius.

Kessler Mountain Trails Master Plan

RC11

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #11

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.131
Longitude: W94 13.114

ESTIMATED COST:

$200.00

Dead tree in corner, causing a tight radius.

LOCATION:

Remove dead tree to open radius of corner.

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #12
Latitidue: N36 02.090
Longitude: W94 13.093

ESTIMATED COST:

$4,500.00

CONDITION:

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,500.00

Radius of corner is too tight causing users, primarily
too close to a barbed wire fence, making it dangerous
for users.
PRESCRIPTION:

Open radius of corner and along with a 50’ reroute
downhill from corner.

RC15

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #15

LOCATION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.

Latitidue: N36 01.921
Longitude: W94 13.080

ESTIMATED COST:

PRESCRIPTION:

100’ rock armoring.

$800.00

CONDITION:

Rock City Trail
RC13
Recommendation #13
LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 02.006
Longitude: W94 13.111

mountain bikers to stray off trail. The corner is also

PRESCRIPTION:

LOCATION:

Rock City Trail
Recommendation #14

CONDITION:

CONDITION:

RC12

RC14

Hikers have created a social trail that creates a
direct route to the Shale Barren.
PRESCRIPTION:

Latitidue: N36 02.026
Longitude: W94 13.112

ESTIMATED COST:

Reroute turn north to create separation and install
“stay on trail” signs. Close social trail.

$7,000.00

CONDITION:

Seep drains down trail and the trail is located too
close to a barbed wire fence, making it dangerous
for users.
PRESCRIPTION:

500’ reroute including 2 climbing turns and 30’ of
rock armoring to span seep. This reroute will also
help to control the speeds of mountain bikers. Close
old trail.
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EGGBEATER TRAIL
EB1

WESTERN MYTH TRAIL

Eggbeater Trail
Recommendation #1

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.924
Longitude: W94 13.049

ESTIMATED COST:

$800.00

CONDITION:

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.814
Longitude: W94 13.094

ESTIMATED COST:

$3,200.00

At the intersection with the Eggbeater trail the
drainage runs directly down the Western Myth trail

PRESCRIPTION:

100’ reroute to mellow grades.

Eggbeater Trail
Recommendation #2

LOCATION:

Western Myth Trail
Recommendation #1

CONDITION:

50’ fall line trail.

EB2

WM1

Latitidue: N36 01.903
Longitude: W94 13.061

ESTIMATED COST:

$3,375.00

CONDITION:

paired with steep grades and poor drainage for an
extended distances.
PRESCRIPTION:

400’ reroute to the north to allow for a better
intersection location and reduce the trail grades.

WM2

Western Myth Trail
Recommendation #2

LOCATION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION:

75’ of rock armoring.

Latitidue: N36 01.721
Longitude: W94 13.148

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,600.00

CONDITION:

Trail grade is too steep for an extended distance.
PRESCRIPTION:

200’ reroute to reduce the trails grade.
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SPELLBOUND TRAIL
SB1

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #1

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.615
Longitude: W94 13.184

ESTIMATED COST:

$800.00

CONDITION:

SB4

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #4

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.734
Longitude: W94 13.214

ESTIMATED COST:

$2,250.00

CONDITION:

At the Intersection with Western Myth the drainage
runs directly down Spellbound Trail.
PRESCRIPTION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION:

50’ rock armoring.

100’ reroute to allow for better intersection location
and drainage.

SB2

SB5

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #2

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.821
Longitude: W94 13.212

ESTIMATED COST:

$900.00

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #5

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.384
Longitude: W94 13.265

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,000.00

CONDITION:

Steep trail grades, tight turn radius, and poor
CONDITION:

drainage in and out of turn.

Poor drainage on rock drop landing.
PRESCRIPTION:

PRESCRIPTION:

Realign corner upslope and to south for improved

Create better drainage and 50’ rock armoring.

drainage.

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #3

SB6

SB3

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.863
Longitude: W94 13.214

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,600.00

CONDITION:

Corner is too tight and trail grade too steep causing
poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION:

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #6

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.340
Longitude: W94 13.257

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,500.00

CONDITION:

Poor drainage before turn.
PRESCRIPTION:

60’ reroute of turn for improved drainage.

200’ reroute to the north reduce grades, open turn
radius, and improve drainage.
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SB7

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #7

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.358
Longitude: W94 13.237

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,200.00

CONDITION:

SB10

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #10

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.434
Longitude: W94 13.121

ESTIMATED COST:

$3,200.00

CONDITION:

Poor drainage at the intersection of Western Myth.
PRESCRIPTION:

Two turns exceed maximum grade for climbing turns.
PRESCRIPTION:

150’ reroute to the north for better intersection

Relocate both turns approx. 75’ behind current

location and improved drainage.

location in order to reduce grades.

SB8

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #8

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.348
Longitude: W94 13.212

ESTIMATED COST:

$4,000.00

CONDITION:

SB11

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #11

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.341
Longitude: W94 13.095

ESTIMATED COST:

$500.00

CONDITION:

Trail grade exceeds the maximum grade of 15% for
an extended distance.

Poor drainage on old road bed.
PRESCRIPTION:

PRESCRIPTION:

Build in-line grade dips to improve drainage.

500’ reroute with a climbing turn to reduce trail
grades and better align trail and trail flow.

SB9

Spellbound Trail
Recommendation #9

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.411
Longitude: W94 13.147

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,600.00

CONDITION:

Poor location and alignment of trails at intersection
with Eggbeater.
PRESCRIPTION:

TRENT TRAIL
TT1

Trent Trail
Recommendation #1

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.820
Longitude: W94 13.040

ESTIMATED COST:

$9,600.00

CONDITION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.
PRESCRIPTION:

400’ reroute with 100’ of rock armoring. This is also

200’ reroute for better intersection location and

part of the major reroute around the Shale Barren

improved drainage.

shown on the map.
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CRAZY MARY TRAIL
CM1

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #1

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.314
Longitude: W94 13.054

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,600.00

CM4

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #4

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.425
Longitude: W94 12.943

ESTIMATED COST:

$800.00

CONDITION:

CONDITION:

Steep grade with poor drainage.

Seep and bad trail alignment causing poor drainage
and wet trail tread.

PRESCRIPTION:

200’ Reroute to reduce grade and improve drainage.

PRESCRIPTION:

100’ Reroute to improve drainage.
CM2

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #2

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.315
Longitude: W94 13.026

ESTIMATED COST:

CM5

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #5

LOCATION:

$800.00

Latitidue: N36 01.466
Longitude: W94 12.901

ESTIMATED COST:

CONDITION:

Seep causing muddy trail tread.

$1,350.00

CONDITION:

2 seeps causing wet trail tread.

PRESCRIPTION:

100’ Reroute above seep.

PRESCRIPTION:

30’ Rock Armoring.
CM3

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #3

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.398
Longitude: W94 12.967

ESTIMATED COST:

CM6

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #6

LOCATION:

$400.00

CONDITION:

Bad trail alignment causing poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION:

50’ Reroute to improve drainage.

Latitidue: N36 01.532
Longitude: W94 12.878

ESTIMATED COST:

$500.00

CONDITION:

Poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION:

Inline drainage feature.
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CM7

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #7

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.564
Longitude: W94 12.845

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,200.00

CONDITION:

PRESCRIPTION:

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #8
Latitidue: N36 01.602
Longitude: W94 12.852

ESTIMATED COST:

$1,200.00

CONDITION:

PRESCRIPTION:

ESTIMATED COST:

$800.00

Bad trail alignment causing poor drainage.

100’ Reroute to improve drainage.

CM11

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #11

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.847
Longitude: W94 12.890

ESTIMATED COST:

$800.00

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #9
Latitidue: N36 01.672
Longitude: W94 12.855

ESTIMATED COST:

Bad trail alignment causing poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION:

150’ Reroute to improve drainage.

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.775
Longitude: W94 12.873

CONDITION:

Bad trail alignment causing poor drainage.

CM9

LOCATION:

PRESCRIPTION:

150’ Reroute to improve drainage.

LOCATION:

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #10

CONDITION:

Bad trail alignment causing poor drainage.

CM8

CM10

$1,600.00

CONDITION:

Bad trail alignment causing poor drainage.
PRESCRIPTION:

200” Reroute to improve drainage.

100’ Reroute to improve drainage.

CM12

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #12

LOCATION:

Latitidue: N36 01.945
Longitude: W94 12.832

ESTIMATED COST:

$6,400.00

CONDITION:

Bad trail separation. The trail comes close to itself as
it snakes down the slope.
PRESCRIPTION:

800’ Reroute. Move upper leg upslope and taper
down to the double rock drop. After drop, middle leg
will traverse slope instead of climbing. Move lower leg
downslope then traverse slope back to trail. This is
shown on the map as one of the main reroutes.
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CRAZY MARY TRAIL CONT.
CM13

Crazy Mary Trail
Recommendation #13

LOCATION:

SEE BUDGET ON PAGE 63 FOR
TOTALS ON ALL EXISTING TRAIL

Latitidue: N36 01.973
Longitude: W94 12.680

ESTIMATED COST:

$500.00

CONDITION:

Poor drainage & meandering trail around sinkhole.
PRESCRIPTION:

Inline drainage features & 200’ Reroute to connect overlooks

REROUTES
The most significant reroutes are primarily to avoid

Shale Barren Reroute – As identified by Theo

ecologically sensitive areas, avoid private property,

Witsell’s ecological assessment, the shale barren

or realign trails to be sustainable and have better

is a rare and sensitive ecological amenity and

separation. There are three significant reroutes:

unique to Kessler Mountain. To accommodate this

Spellbound Reroute – As part of the two miles of
trail located on private property, the section of the
Spellbound Trail in the southwest corner of the
property has been identified for rerouting due to
the need for public access. This reroute will serve
as an alternative to the current alignment, but could
become the permanent trail especially if the City is
unable to attain an easement or acquire this piece
of private property to publically accommodate the
existing trails. This reroute is not ideal because it
shortens the trail system and makes this area more

ecologically-sensitive area, reroutes around this
area are proposed in order to avoid damaging
the delicate fauna and flora. To enhance this
reroute recommendation, educational signage
will be required in order to keep users from
accessing this sensitive area as well as informing
the importance of this ecological amenity. More
information regarding the shale barren can be
viewed in Appendix B: A Rapid Terrestrial Ecological
Assessment of Kessler Mountain Reserve by Theo
Witsell.

congested, but this reroute will be considered as an
alternative.
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Crazy Mary Reroute – To support the primary
goal of building sustainable trails and protecting
environmentally sensitive areas, two sections of the
Crazy Mary Trail are in need of rerouting. One of
these areas is located at the Crazy Mary and Trent
Trail intersection near the top of the mountain,
while the other is located near the northern end
of the Crazy Mary Trail above the bluffline. This
proposed reroute is needed in order to reach
sustainable grades and to provide better trail
separation where turns are condensed and limited
in maneuverability.

PRIVATE TRAIL
There are approximately two miles of trail on
private property. These trails have existed for
many years and are considered to be an integral
to the existing system. In order for these trails
to be open for public use, the City must gain
access through an easement or land acquisition.
Appropriate alternate solutions have been
provided assuming that the City is unable to gain
access. However, these trails have been included
in the assessment should they become part of the
public trail system. There are three trails located
on private property:

TRAIL CLOSURES

Rock City Trail - This trail is approximately one

Abandoned trails and corridors are generally

mile and crosses a few different property owners,

closed by eliminating the existing tread while

one of which has been a champion for Kessler

disguising the open corridor. Existing tread can

Mountain and has gone as far as providing access

be removed by scarifying the compacted soil to

to the trail and creating a small trailhead and

encourage new vegetation growth, placing organic

sign-in sheet. This has been one of the main

litter and debris in the tread, and breaking the

access points to the trail system for years and

previous tread’s continuity with logs, stones or

holds some of the most beautiful terrain on the

other material. The open corridor can be more

mountain.

difficult to disguise. Vertical elements such as

Spellbound Trail - This is a one mile segment of

the placement of a fallen tree, especially cedar, is
helpful to visually remove the open corridor line
which attracts the eye. These vertical elements will
ideally last through a couple of growing seasons
until natural growth can be established. In some
cases, this is even accomplished with the planting
of live trees and shrubs. Again, the intent is to
completely camouflage the corridor. If people can
see it, they will reopen it, especially if it’s a shortcut for hikers.
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trail on the far southwest end that climbs up the
mountain. It is the connection between all west
side trails
Wino Trail - This is a spur trail to the historic stone
wine cellar.
Below are images of how a trail can be closed off for public use.
Providing an obvious obstruction is the easiest way, but blending
the former corridor into the landscape is the most sustainable.
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FORMER ROADBEDS - TRENT TRAIL
The Trent Trail is actually a historic road bed
that served as the main road over the mountain
during the late 1800’s when Kessler was being
used as a winery (please refer to Chapter 2:
History for more information). Today, the trail
functions as the primary north-south connector
trail that is situated as the main spine of the trail
system. The trail starts near the water towers on
the northeast end of the property and continues
west to the shale barren and then turns south

regrade and install inline grade dips to mitigate
erosion due to the steep alignment of the trail. A
minimum of six feet width should be established
to accommodate utility vehicles for emergencies
and maintenance. This does not mean that the
trail tread width must be six feet, rather the
corridor must be cleared of any trees, downfall,
rocks, or other obstacles that would impede a
UTV from traveling down the trail. The tread itself
would more likely become four feet wide like it is
today.

along the top of the ridge to the radio towers at

Shale Barren to Radio Towers – There are a few

the far south end of the property. For purposes

places where the trail has been routed around

of analysis, the trail can be broken into two

deadfall that have caused some steeper grades

segments:

and trail flow issues. Progressive Trail Design

Water Towers to Shale Barren – The trail/old
roadbed is approximately eight feet wide and
continues directly up the mountain along the
fall-line (prevailing slope), therefore exceeding
maximum grades for sustainable trail. However,
given that this segment of the trail is already

recommends these areas be addressed with the
installation of inline drainage features in any place
where the trail is straight down the fall line for
extended periods. Again, a minimum of six feet
width should be established to accommodate
utility vehicles for emergencies and maintenance.

established and provides the only motorized
access on the mountain, it is recommended that
the existing path be improved and remain as an
emergency access and maintenance route for the
City. This path should remain open as a public
use trail for those preferring a more direct route
or climbing challenge. Also recommended is to

The diagram below is an example of inline grade dips, which are a
proposed solution to erosion issues on steep grades for the Kessler
Mountain trail system.
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OVERVIEW

This chapter outlines the proposed trail
system from Progressive Trail Design for
an additional 7.6 miles of public use trails
at Kessler Mountain.

INTRODUCTION
There are a total of four proposed trails:

It is important to note that all proposed trails in
this plan are conceptual alignments based on field

COMPONENTS OF TRAILS MASTER PLAN:
1
1.
Beginner Loop
2
2.
Lower Bluff Trails
3
3.

East Bluff Trail

4
4.
Concrete Active Transportation Trail and

Regional Park Trail Loop

work and the public input process. They are all
subject to be further refined on the ground during
the pre-construction final design phase. Much
thought, debate and field study has gone into
the proposed locations. This plan is meant to be
used as a guide for the future development of the
Kessler Mountain Trail System.
All of the proposed soft surface trails are intended
to be “natural surface trails” (see definition below)

These trails total approximately 6.6 miles,

that will range in width and character. They

excluding the paved or hard surface paths. The

are proposed to address the need of providing

focus of this master plan is primarily on the soft

more diverse experiences for a variety of users,

surface trail. The shared-use, paved paths were

introducing difficulty level progression by adding

not included in the scope of this plan; however,

beginner and intermediate options, and accessing

high-level concepts based on the City’s Regional

key attractions. The following pages are a

Park Plan and Active Transportation Plan were

description with support images of the different

included.

types of proposed trails.
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BEGINNER LOOP (1.5 MILES)

LOWER BLUFF TRAIL (3.4 MILES)

This trail, designated by the green color in the

This trail, designated by the blue color, would

image below, would be an approximately four- to

be a two-foot wide intermediate level trail that

five-foot wide natural surface trail that serves as

generally follows the contour of the land and skirts

a hiking or beginner level mountain biking loop.

the base of the bluff line. The trail serves multiple

With proximity near the main trailhead at the

purposes. First, this trail provides access to the

Regional Park, this loop offers an easily accessible

existing trail system and ties into the East Bluff Trail,

recreational opportunity for a variety of users.

proposed to run along the upper portion of the

The trail is aligned at the base of the mountain

bluff line. Second, it connects the trail system to

and skirts the edge of the recently capped

two proposed secondary trailhead/parking areas:

landfill, which will soon be restored to prairie-like

ADA Hilltop Trailhead and Kessler Mountain Road

conditions. It begins and ends at the main trailhead

Trailhead. In addition, the trail provides a much-

and navigates through the woods along gentle

needed intermediate level trail experience, adding

slopes. This trail type is needed in order to provide

to the diversity of use, challenge, and experience.

better access to the mountain for all users and

This trail can be accessed from the main parking

skill progression in the trail system. As previously

area near the former landfill and provides loop

mentioned, all of the existing trails on the mountain

configurations and educational opportunities along

are considered advanced, therefore it is important

the base of the bluff showcasing geology, springs,

to also offer beginner and intermediate level trails.

and wildlife. The upper leg of this trail follows the

Additional loop configurations branching off of this

contours along a natural bench at the base of the

loop offer expanded hiking and biking options.

east bluff line. There are many big boulders, sheer
bluff walls, springs and other ecologically rich zones
to view. The goal of this trail is to take users to these
locations in a responsibly designed way creating a
unique natural experience and introducing visitors
to the wonders of Kessler Mountain and Ozark
ecology. It will be very important to provide trail
etiquette, educational, and interpretive signs to

Beginner Loop

direct people to stay on the trail and illustrate the
importance of this natural amenity. This may be
one of the most frequented areas due its proximity
to the Regional Park, making it of paramount
importance to contain users on the proposed trail.
However, providing the opportunity to experience
this terrain without having to travel deep into the
trail system targets the goal of providing unique
and educational opportunities at an accessible
distance for a variety of trail users.
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Leaving the upper leg of this trail and ascending

From a recreational standpoint, the Lower Bluff

through breaks in the bluff line are two connector

Trail offers a great place for mountain bikers,

trails that, will provide access to the proposed

trail runners and hikers to exercise, challenge

East Bluff Trail. Both of these connector trails

themselves, and experience a moderate trail that

utilize existing roadbeds that, offer direct routes

gently flows along the contour of this open wooded

up the mountain. Unfortunately, the grades of

terrain. This will serve as the next level of skill

these roadbeds are too steep (exceed 20% grade

progression from the Beginner Loop as well as a

for the acceptable maximum length) to establish

gateway trail to the more advanced and challenging

a sustainable trail. Therefore, switchbacks must

trails located higher on the mountain.

be integrated to reduce the
grades and make the trail
more comfortable to navigate.
Through strategic design,
the majority of the road
bed can be used. This is the
preferred option because the
corridor has already been
impacted and minimizing any
further disruption should
be considered a top priority
during the final design phase.

Lower Bluff Trail
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EAST BLUFF TRAIL (1.7 MILES)
Designated by the magenta color, the East Bluff

These connections offer a variety of short and long

Trail will be an eighteen-inch to two-foot wide

distance loop options. They, also serve as a link to

backcountry single-track trail similar to the existing

the southern and more remote western portions

trails. This trail will run along the top of the east

of the existing trail system through a series of

bluff line offering outstanding views to the east

switchbacks on the south end that connect to Crazy

and overlooks of the Regional Park and the City of

Mary Trail, taking users to the highest point on

Fayetteville. This trail has the potential to become

Kessler Mountain.

one of the most
popular trails in
the park due to
its natural beauty
and proximity
to the trailhead.
The trail can
be accessed
from the main
trailhead
utilizing two trail
connections
by way of the
Lower Bluff Trail
as well as from
a connection to
Crazy Mary Trail.

East Bluff Trail
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PAVED ACTIVE TRANSPORATION TRAIL AND
REGIONAL PARK TRAIL LOOP
Though the alignment of many of the paved paths
are not finalized, a trail concept to make a northsouth connection over the mountain has been
illustrated in this plan. This trail is currently included
in the Active Transportation Master Plan and would
serve as part of the Rupple Road extension from
the Ozark Smokehouse to the Regional Park.
There is also a concept for a paved path around
the Regional Park, which is shown on this plan.
This path will be fully accessible and provide a trail
opportunity within the Regional Park development.
An overlook on the hillside above the baseball fields
was identified as a desirable destination for access
by this trail.
In conjunction with the Regional Park development,
plans for an extension of Fayetteville’s paved trails
system to the park are currently being prepared
and construction is expected to be completed
by Fall 2016. This will be identified as the Cato
Springs Trail and will access the park by trail from
the northeast, providing connections to the
Town Branch Trail and the Razorback Greenway.
Reference Appendix A: Existing Condition Studies
and Plans for more information.
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TRAILHEADS
There are a total of five proposed and future
trailheads to access the trail system.

ng & Trail Hub

Tempoary Trailhead
Phase I construction of the Regional Park features

This parking facility will serve as a temporary

the construction of four baseball fields and a large

trailhead for public access until the main trailhead

parking lot facility.

is constructed in later phases of the Regional Park
development.

REGIONAL PARK

Main Trailhead
This is the primary trailhead positioned on the far

This will be a large parking area with restrooms

western end of the Regional Park at the base of the

and a trail kiosk. This facility is anticipated to be

old landfill area.

constructed in a later phase of the Regional Park
development.
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Judge Cummings Road Trailhead
Currently serving as existing access to the Kessler

It is approximately 0.4 miles east of the Main

Mountain trails, this will continue to serve as

Trailhead and the soft surface trails.

secondary trailhead to the mountain or a main
trailhead for greenway users.

Kessler Moutain Road
Trailhead
This is a future concept
to provide a small parking
area on the south end of
the trail system off Kessler
Mountain Road. This could
eventually connect to
future trail development to
the south.

ADA Trailhead
Located at the top
of Judge Cummings
Road near the
water towers, this
trailhead would be
reserved for users
with special needs
to provide access to
key overlooks and
trails.
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OVERVIEW

This chapter identifies additional
opportunities for bikers and hikers. These
opportunities are considered to be future
considerations for the development of
Kessler Mountain in conjunction with the
Regional Park.

INTRODUCTION
Additional opportunities for trail and bike

fill dirt to construct the features and that will further buffer the

amenities are proposed in this section and

new cap. A bike park would bring a unique recreational asset

address requests made by City and public during

to the Regional Park and the City of Fayetteville.

input periods, as well as trends and potential
future needs. A few of these concepts are outlined
below.

The landfill at Kessler Mountain has strict management restrictions
limiting its use and development to activities, but acts as the perfect
canvas for a world-class bike park.

Note: These are only meant to be conceptual ideas
to meet future recreational needs based on current
trends.

BIKE PARK
A bike park is a purpose-built skills park for bicyclists. It
is meant to provide fun and challenge for all skill levels.
The former landfill is a perfect canvas for a world-class
bike park. The grades are perfect for this use and its
placement at the main trailhead makes it ideal for skillsbuilding amenities. The landfill has strict management
restrictions limiting its use and development to
activities that will not penetrate the newly installed
clay cap. This makes the area ideal for use of a bike skills
park since this is best accomplished by importing more
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INTERPRETIVE NATURE (HIKING ONLY )
ACCESSIBLE TRAIL
This type of trail is designed for education and
accessibility. It is typically located in gentle terrain
and preferably surfaced with a crushed stone.
There are a few locations that could work for this
type of trail. One is the area around the Regional
Park, specifically around the streams. This trail
could replace the concrete path in places or
work in conjunction, as an alternate trail winding
back and forth over the stream with boardwalks.
Another opportunity is near the water towers on
the north end, leaving the ADA parking area and
accessing the overlooks.

PURPOSE-BUILT DOWNHILL MOUNTAIN BIKE
TRAIL

Above are examples of intrepretive nature accessible trails. These trails can
present opportunities to typically unaccessible areas and provide users
with the unique experience of learning about something about thier local
landscape.

These types of trails are extremely popular among
mountain bikers. They are directional downhill
trails designed for challenge and fun. Kessler
provides an especially unique opportunity in
Northwest Arkansas due to its elevation change
and natural technical features. There is a great
opportunity for one of these types of trails coming
off the high point (near radio towers) on the south
end dropping down to either the western or
eastern sides of the mountain. This could become
more feasible if the private land to the southwest,
where the existing Spellbound Trail is located, were
officially acquired. Should this be a possibility, it
would be especially important to separate this
trail from other trails as much as possible, as well
as conduct an ecological study within the trail
corridor to avoid impact to any high value natural
resources.
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OVERVIEW

This chapter outlines the phasing plan for the
improvements to the existing trail system,
proposed additions, and a construction
budget.

PHASING PLAN

outlined in Chapter Seven: Existing Trails. Since the

The implementation of this plan and the proceeding

opening of Kessler Mountain as a public park, there has

recommendations are contingent upon funding and

been a substantial increase in the volume of trail traffic.

other approvals. All construction could be implemented

Because of this increase in use, much damage has been

at once or could take place over the course of years.

caused to the trail and adjacent area.

Below are the recommendations in order of priority from
Progressive Trail Design.

Initial Efforts
Private Property: Since use of existing trails on private
property are critical to the design of the overall trail
system, a primary recommendation of this plan is for the
City to initiate contact with affected property owners to
begin discussions on approved use of these corridors.
This effort will be required before other alternative
connections are further developed. Final use of private
corridors will be based on acquisitions or agreements
approved through the City Attorney’s Office.
Existing Trail: Aside from approved use of private
property, the highest priority is to improve the existing
trail system by implementing the recommendations

Connector Trail: see following page for description
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Additionally, the trails were not designed for the high-

Please refer to the section, later in this chapter, entitled

level of use they are receiving now. Many segments

Implementation of New Trails for more information.

of the trail are poorly aligned, have bad sight lines, or
intersect in poor locations. It is important to address

Beginner Loop & Lower Bluff Trails (Green & Blue)

these areas as soon as possible to mitigate user conflict

These trails would add an element of skill

and ensure safety and sustainability. Finally, many

progression in the system and provide access

parts of the trail system need sustainable standards

for a variety of users, therefore they should be

reapplied with the consideration of “trail flow”. This

constructed as soon as possible. Please refer to

plan recommends doing this in a way that enhances

Chapter 8: Proposed Trails to see a description of

the system and in no way detracts from the natural

these trails and for more information about the

character and technicality of the trail tread and the

purpose of these trails.

backcountry trail experience that Kessler Mountain is

East Bluff Trail

known for.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, this trail

Signage: Due to the high traffic and the fact

has the potential to be one of the most popular

that Kessler Mountain is now a public park, it is

trails on the mountain due to its location along the

important that a good signage and wayfinding

top of the bluff line and proximity to the trailhead.

system is put in place. Signage is needed to easily

However, due to similarity in style to the eight

interpret location, manage risk, and educate the

miles of existing trail, this is not a trail-type that is

public on the ecologically sensitive areas of Kessler

as much of a priority as the other new proposed

Mountain. Existing signs have been recently

trails.

installed by volunteers. It is recommended that
the Northwest Arkansas Soft Surface Signage Plan
be implemented, as this is the new standard for

Paved Active Transportation Trail and Regional Park
Trail Loop

all local soft surface trail systems in Northwest

These trails will be developed in conjunction with

Arkansas. In addition, trail etiquette and

the Regional Park development.

educational signage should be installed as soon as
possible. Please refer to Chapter 11: Signage and
Risk Management for more information.

IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW TRAILS
As previously mentioned, all new trails are conceptual

Connector Trail: There is one connector trail

in alignment. Prior to the construction of any trail, the

recommended for immediate construction. This trail is

proposed final route would be center-line flagged

necessary to connect the baseball parking lot (acting

with some allowable deviation for adjustment during

as the temporary trailhead until the main trailhead is

construction. All trail alignments will be approved by

constructed) to the top of the mountain near the water

the Parks and Recreation Department to ensure that

towers. This trail would likely consist of segments of the

they are aligned in a sustainable fashion and avoid

blue and green trails.

any sensitive areas. Final trail designs may change in

Final Design: Final GPS and flagged trail alignment
on all new proposed trails will be necessary in order
to plan and prepare future trails to be constructed.
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Fayetteville, AR

Mar-16
*This is a design/build budget based on a mid to high range for estimated trail construction costs.
* Items and quantites are approximate and based on field work. All are subject to change
NEW TRAIL:
Item #:
Description:
Total:
1. BEGINNER LOOP (1.5 mi)
$74,896.00 Estimated Build Time: 3 weeks
2. LOWER BLUFF TRAIL (3.4 MI)

Notes:

$182,197.60 Estimated Build Time: 7 weeks

3. EAST BLUFF TRAIL (1.7 MI)

$98,324.80 Estimated Build Time: 5 weeks

4. TRAIL REROUTES (1 MI)

$55,824.00 Estimated Build Time: 3 weeks
$411,242.40 New Trail Total=7.6mi. Est. Build Time: 18 weeks (4.5months w/one crew)

EXISTING TRAIL REPAIRS:
Item #:
Description:
5. CRAZY MARY TRAIL

Total:
$25,245.00 Estimated Build Time: 3 weeks

6. WESTERN MYTH TRAIL

$10,780.00 Estimated Build Time: 1 week

7. EGGBEATER TRAIL

$10,092.50 Estimated Build Time: 1 week

8. SPELLBOUND TRAIL

$25,905.00 Estimated Build Time: 3 weeks

9. TRENT TRAIL

$29,810.00 Estimated Build Time: 1 week

10. ROCK CITY TRAIL

$39,600.00 Estimated Build Time: 4 weeks

Notes:

$141,432.50 Estimated Build Time: 13 weeks (3.25 months w/one crew)

TRAILHEADS & PARKING
Item #:
Description:
11. TRAILHEADS
12. PARKING LOTS

Total:
$35,000.00 Estimated Build Time: 4 weeks

Notes:

$225,000.00
$260,000.00

TRAIL TOTALS:
NEW TRAIL TOTAL:
EXISTING TRAIL REPAIRS TOTAL:
TRAILHEADS & PARKING TOTAL:
SIGNAGE ALLOWANCE:
SUBTOTAL:
3% ESCALATOR:

GRAND TOTAL:

$411,242.40
$141,432.50
$260,000.00
$50,000.00 for existing system, signage budget is included in "new trails"
$862,674.90
$25,880.25

$888,555.15
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OVERVIEW

This chapter provides guidelines to be
used in providing signage for wayfinding
and emergency access. This chapter also
outlines considerations for maintenance
and inspection following the development
of the trail network.

INTRODUCTION
Signs are the most important communication

The Northwest Arkansas Soft Surface Signage Plan

mechanism between users and land management

was developed by Alta Planning + Design and

agencies. A well-implemented and maintained

Progressive Trail Design and is being implemented

sign program can enhance the user experience,

in all the soft-surface trail systems throughout

allowing users to navigate through the trail

Northwest Arkansas in an effort to standardize

network and customize their trail experience.

signage and organize the systems. These signs

Signs also play a critical role in managing risk and

can be adapted to fit the needs of each system,

the rapid deployment of emergency services.

though some will require custom signs. For

A strategic and frequent sign program meets

example, Kessler will need educational signs for

the needs of all trail users, from the savvy, daily

ecologically sensitive areas and “stay on trail” signs

trail user to a first-time visitor. Because signs

throughout.

sometimes intrude on the natural outdoor
experience, balancing these competing interests is
the key to developing a successful sign program.
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LEGEND

NOTE: ALL TRAIL LENGTHS AND ALIGNMENTS ARE APPROXIMATE

BIKING ALLOWED

EXISTING TRAILS

6 Miles (Within Park Boundary)

RESTROOMS

BEGINNER LOOP
1.5 Miles (4’WIDE)

PARKING AREA

LOWER BLUFF TRAIL
3.4 Miles (2’-3’ WIDE)

ABANDONED TRAILS

EAST BLUFF TRAIL

PAVED TRAILS - PROPOSED

1.7 Miles (18”-2’ WIDE)

Proposed by City of Fayetteville

TRAIL REROUTES

FUTURE PAVED TRAILS

1 Mile

Proposed by the City of Fayetteville

TRAILHEAD KIOSK

EMERGENCY ACCESS ROUTE

INTERSECTING TRAIL SIGNS
TRAIL MARKERS

3

EMERENCY PICKUP
LOCATION (NUMBER)

TRAIL CLASSIFICATIONS

GREEN - EASY

BLACK
VERY DIFFICULT

DOUBLE BLACK
EXTREMELY DIFFICULT

KESSLER MOUNTAIN RISK MANAGEMENT
AND EMERGENCY ACCESS PLAN

JUDGE CUMMINGS ROAD

CAT
OS

PRI

NG

SR

OA
D

REGIONAL PARK

BLUE
MORE DIFFICULT

The recommendations for emergency access and
wayfinding signage are shown on this graphic.
There are three proposed types of wayfinding
signage: trailhead kiosk, intersection trail signs,
and trail markers. Emergency access routes
are identified with the yellow buffer line with
emergency pickup locations marked with the red
circle.

5
Potential Secondary
Parking & Trailhead

NAGEMENT PLAN
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NORTHWEST ARKANSAS SOFT- SURFACE SIGNAGE PLAN
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RISK MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

Filters

Below are some principles of trail design,

A trail filter, sometimes referred to as a

construction techniques and management

gateway or qualifier, is a high-skill-level, low-

strategies for managing risk:

consequence obstacle that demonstrates the
difficulty of the upcoming trail or trail feature.

RISK MANAGEMENT:

Consider using filters at the beginning of
each advanced trail and just before technical

1
1.
Reduce Injury Frequency

features.

2
2.
Reduce Injury Severity

By making the entrances to technical trails

3
3.
Reduce Injury Consequences

and features difficult, you prevent unprepared

4
4.
Maintain Risk Management Protocols
5
5.
Tips for Reducing Injury Frequency

riders from overstepping their abilities.
Build with low consequence, easy exit.
Filter must be path of least resistance.

Warnings
Signs play a vital role in managing risk.

Provide Option Lines
Consider offering an easier, alternate route

Consider a perimeter (fence, vegetation -

around a mountain biking technical feature to

every user is warned of potential risk no

accommodate other trail users.

matter how they enter the trail system).
The main trailhead kiosk could describe trail
difficulty using a trail rating system.
Provide signage that alerts users to elements
of increased risk.
Use language that appeals to users.
Include warnings about natural outdoor
hazards (such as deadfall, weather, animals,
etc.).
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Allow different ability-level riders to ride
together.
Make easier trail longer, more difficult trail
shorter.
Alternative trails can potentially be in the
same corridor as the main trail; for example, a
drop-off could vary in height from one side of
the trail to the other.
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Introduce challenges to users sequentially so

TRAIL DIFFICULTY AND SIGNAGE

they can enhance their skills in a managed

Mountain Bikers: The International Mountain

environment.

Bicycling Association (IMBA) developed a standard

Provide good sight lines

method for categorizing the relative technical

Create sight lines at intersections and
bi-directional trails.

difficulty of recreational bicycle trails, known as the
IMBA Trail Difficulty Rating System. This standard
rating system was adapted from the International
Trail Marking System used at ski areas throughout

Communicate to emergency responders about

the world. Many trail networks use this type of

how to locate users on trail systems - create an

system, most notably resort-based mountain

incident response plan

biking trail networks.

Include waypoint signage link to GIS map.
Provide access to locked areas.
Familiarize EMS with relevant maps.
Self-extraction is ideal - use signage

Hikers: The Universal Trail Assessment Process
(UTAP) is an objective measurement system for
documenting the conditions on any outdoor path
of travel (e.g., sidewalk, recreation trail, shared
use path, etc). It is a series of measurement
procedures that enable information about trail

Provide users with address for emergency

conditions (e.g., grade, cross slope, surface, width,

services.

obstructions) to be collected in an accurate and

Provide directions to nearest health care

repeatable manner. It is solely a system intended

facilities and hours of operation.

to provide objective information to a prospective

Place signs along the trail to facilitate location
communication to EMS.

user allowing them to determine their ability in
relation to the trail’s difficulty. This system can:
Help trail users make informed decisions
Encourage visitors to use trails that match
their skill level
Manage risk and minimize injuries
Improve the outdoor experience for a wide
variety of visitors
Aid in the planning of trails and trail systems
The criteria to rate a trail is as follows:

Rate Technical Challenge Only
The system focuses on rating the technical
challenge of trails, not the physical exertion. It is
not practical to rate both types of difficulty with
one system. Consider, for example, a smooth, wide
trail that is 20 miles long.
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The technical challenge of this trail is easy, yet

trail is easy, but some sections are more difficult.

the distance would make the physical exertion

How would it be rated? Use personal experience to

difficult. The solution is to independently rate

consider all elements and select a rating that best

technical challenge, and indicate physical exertion

matches the style of trail.

by posting trail length, and possibly even elevation
change.

Collect Trail Measurements

Consider Other Trail Qualities
Do not forget to consider trail qualities beyond
the objective criteria. A wide variety of features

Use the accompanying table and collect trail

could contribute to a trail’s difficulty. For example,

measurements for each criteria. There is no

exposure - the feeling of empty space next to

prescribed method for tallying a “score” for each

and below the trail tread - provides an added

trail. Evaluate the trail against the table and

psychological challenge beyond the steepness

combine with judgment to reach the final rating.

or roughness of the trail. Other qualities to think

It is unlikely that any particular trail will measure

about are corridor clearance and turn radius.

at the same difficulty level for every criteria. For
example, a certain trail may rate as a green circle

Use Common Sense and Seek Input

in three criteria, but a blue square in two different

No rating system can be totally objective or valid

criteria.

for every situation. This system is a tool to be

Include Difficulty and Trail Length on Signs and
Maps

combined with common sense. Look at trails with
a discerning eye, and seek input from trail users
before selecting the rating. Remember, a diverse

Trail length is not a criterion of the system. Instead,

trail network with a variety of trail styles is a

trail length should be posted on signs in addition

great way to ensure content users. Provide both

to the difficulty symbol. A sign displaying both

easy and difficult trails to spread users and meet

length and difficulty provides lots of information,

a range of needs. By indicating the length and

yet it is simple to create and easy to understand.

difficulty of trails with a clear signage system, users

Likewise, elevation change is not a criterion.

will be able to locate their preferred type of trail

Evaluate Difficulty Relative to Local Trails
Trails should be rated relative to other trails in

easily.

the region. Do not evaluate each trail in isolation.

CRITERIA TO CONSIDER

Consider all the trails in a region and how they

Tread Width:

compare to one another. This will help rank the
relative difficulty of each trail and will help trail
users select an appropriate route.

Use Good Judgment
Rating a trail is not entirely objective. It’s best to
combine tangible data with subjective judgment
to reach the final rating. For example, a trail may
have a wide range of tread surfaces - most of the
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The average width of the active tread or beaten
path of the trail. For the existing Kessler Mountain
trail system, tread width ranges from one to two
feet wide. The implementation of proposed trails
will conform and be consistent with the standards
established by the existing trail system.
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Tread Surface:
The material and stability of the tread surface is a
determining factor in the difficulty of travel on the
trail. Some descriptive terms include: hardened
(paved or surfaced), firm, stable, variable, widely
variable, loose and unpredictable. Typical tread
surfaces in the existing Kessler Mountain trail
systems range from firm to loose soils as well as
feature areas of native stone tread at steep grades

The proposed Kessler Mountain trail system will
contain a variety of both natural and technical
trail features. These features and their difficulty
can range for different types of trail users. These
features can progressively become more difficult
in remote sections of the proposed trail system,
while also providing obstacles and features at a
more accessible distance for less experienced
users.

or areas prone to erosion.

Cross Slope

Trail Grade (maximum and average):

For some trail users, the degree of cross slope

Maximum grade is defined as the steepest
section of trail that is more than approximately
ten feet in length and is measured in percent with
a clinometer. Average grade is the steepness of
the trail over its entire length. Average grade can
be calculated by taking the total elevation gain of
the trail, divided by the total distance, multiplied

(or out-slope) in the tread also contributes to
the difficulty rating. Generally, a tread should be
constructed with two to five percent degree of outslope to positively shed water. However, an outslope of five percent or greater becomes difficult to
easily navigate, particularly for users with impaired
mobility or confined to a wheelchair.

by 100 to equal a percent grade. Grades for the

A particular trail’s tread width, grade, out-slope,

proposed Kessler Mountain trail system will be

surface, and obstacles are all considerations to be

subject to the terrain of the landscape, but will

provided at the trailhead to offer information on a

contain a variety of difficulties for a wide range of

trail’s universal accessibility.

users.

Natural Obstacles and Technical Trail

TRAIL DIFFICULTY AND SIGNAGE

Features:

The proposed Kessler Mountain trail system

Objects introduced along the trail can add

wayfinding, trail difficulty and length, access points,

challenge by impeding travel. Examples include:

educational purposes, and obstacle or feature

rocks, roots, logs, holes, ledges, drop-offs, etc. The

designation. Each type of signage is outlined below

height of each obstacle is measured from the tread

for the purposes of this plan:

can feature a variety of signage types signifying

surface to the top of the obstacle. If the obstacle is
uneven in height, measure to the point over which

Trail Access Points:

it is most easily ridden.

Trail map / kiosk

Technical trail features are objects that have been

Difficulty rating system

introduced to the trail to add technical challenge.
Examples include: rocks, logs, elevated bridges,
teeter-totters, jumps, drop-offs, etc. Both the
height and the width of the technical trail feature
are measured.

Trail Name Markers:
Featured at all trail intersections
Distance markers on shared-use, paved trail
systems
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Educational Signage:
Historic features

EMERGENCY ACCESS
Implementing emergency access points that are
marked and maintained throughout a trail system

Natural features

is crucial. Along with these access points, there

Wildlife and wetland area

should also be an Emergency Rescue Plan in place

Technical Trail Features (TTF):
Difficulty level signs at approaches and exists
to all technical features
Signage to be placed at five to ten foot

that land managers and rescue departments can
implement in case of an emergency.
The graphic below displays the proposed locations
for emergency access points in the proposed
Kessler Mountain trail system.

distances before the feature, in some cases
even further away to account for sight
distances and design speeds.

DEVELOPING AN EMERGENCY RESCUE PLAN:
Install “Safety Point” signs at proposed
locations throughout the trail system
featuring good access (e.g. ATV/Jeep
roads). Each “Safety Point” sign should
display a corresponding access point
number.
Collaboration between City
Parks and Recreation staff and
emergency response staff (Fire,
Police and EMS) should be
conducted on-site to discuss
the Emergency Rescue Plan, as
well as identify all access point
locations and conduct training
runs. Special products can be
purchased, such as a wheeled
back board for back country trail
rescue, in addition to a utility
vehicle equipped with medical
gear.
Dispatch is informed of the
Emergency Rescue Plan and
has a reference map in case of
emergency.
Users are to be informed of the
Emergency Rescue Plan at all
trailheads.
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MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION
Maintenance and Inspection (M&I) will vary
depending on the facility being maintained. A
typical single-track trail, for instance, will vary in
maintenance needs depending on the landscape
supporting the trail. Therefore, there is no single
plan that can fit all facilities. It will be the land
manager’s responsibility to determine the best
plan of action relative to the trail’s accessibility,
amount of use, and intended level of difficulty.
Maintenance Overview:
For general maintenance needs, the best
approach is adoption of the park or facility by a
volunteer group, such as a local cycling club, hiking
organization, nature club, etc. This is the primary
policy of IMBA and should be encouraged by every
community. This type of community buy-in is
priceless and integral to the success of the facility
through increase user involvement. However, it
is important that the stewards of the facility are
well organized and trained. They must be directed
by at least one knowledgeable trail builder in
order to properly maintain the facility. It is also
recommended that a maintenance log be kept in
order to keep track of volunteer hours.
Inspection Overview:
Inspection is to be conducted by the managers of
the facility (i.e. city staff) since it is ultimately their
responsibility. Inspectors should be trained by a
professional trail builder and required to keep an
inspection log. This is particularly important for the
inspection of Technical Trail Features. Inspectors
need to know what safety hazards to look for and
how to repair them. Some major maintenance
and inspection needs for the trail system can be
beyond the expertise of the land manager or local
volunteer groups, therefore professional services
can be sought.

General Trail Maintenance Recommendations:
Create a Comprehensive Maintenance/Risk
Management Plan.
Designate one land manager/city employee
as - “Trails Supervisor”. He/She will be
responsible for executing the maintenance and
risk management plan. This is not a full-time
position. They will primarily perform routine
inspections (weekly) on all trails, conduct simple
maintenance tasks, help facilitate events, and
communicate with the local volunteer group.
Keep maintenance and inspection log with
routine inspections of all features.
Create a partnership with the local club.
Most local clubs become stewards of the
park, performing the overall maintenance of
the facility under the guidance of the “Trails
Supervisor”. A well-organized club should be
able to perform 90% of minor maintenance
needs before they advance into a major
maintenance need.
All wooden trail features should have a life
span of approximately twenty years if built
using the proper materials and techniques,
and maintained properly (i.e. sealed annually).
All wooden features should be inspected
routinely and TTF’s should be given extra care,
specifically fall zones and approaches.
Trail tread should be groomed to ensure that
it maintains 5% outslope. The most common
problem is cupping of the tread due to
displacement and compaction. In which case,
you must de-berm the downside of the trail
to ensure that water sheet flows across. Also,
knick (open fan-like drainage) the troughs of all
grade reversals.
Trim corridor regularly. Sight lines are especially
important.
Estimated Maintenance Budget: $5-20k annually
(depending on the need for trail). Professional
maintenance services could range from $.25
per foot to $1.00 per foot for an overhaul.
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Kessler	
  Mountain	
  Trail	
  Master	
  Plan	
  Public	
  Meeting	
  Comment	
  Sheet	
  Summary	
  
	
  
The	
  most	
  common	
  opinion	
  of	
  the	
  public,	
  that	
  left	
  comment	
  sheets,	
  is	
  to	
  not	
  disturb	
  or	
  add	
  construction	
  
to	
  the	
  preserve	
  area	
  where	
  the	
  exiting	
  trails	
  are.	
  All	
  the	
  comments	
  had	
  different	
  focuses,	
  but	
  most	
  all	
  
stated	
  that	
  there	
  should	
  be	
  no	
  paved	
  trail	
  near	
  the	
  existing	
  trails	
  and	
  to	
  protect	
  and	
  preserve	
  the	
  natural	
  
area.	
  	
  
The	
  following	
  are	
  reoccurring	
  public	
  opinions	
  from	
  the	
  Kessler	
  Mountain	
  Trail	
  Master	
  Plan	
  Meeting	
  held	
  
on	
  August	
  31st,	
  2015.	
  	
  
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No	
  paved	
  trails	
  in	
  the	
  Kessler	
  Mountain	
  natural	
  preserve	
  area.	
  
	
  Identify	
  and	
  preserve	
  the	
  unique	
  geographical	
  habitat	
  in	
  the	
  natural	
  preserve	
  area.	
  
Adopt	
  a	
  comprehensive	
  maintenance	
  plan	
  for	
  the	
  existing	
  trails.	
  
Address	
  problem	
  sections	
  of	
  trail	
  and	
  reroute	
  with	
  foot	
  traffic	
  in	
  mind.	
  
Information	
  on	
  trails	
  condition/skill	
  level	
  and	
  system	
  to	
  control	
  wet	
  weather	
  trail	
  traffic.	
  	
  
No	
  new	
  trails	
  in	
  preserve	
  area.	
  
Keep	
  existing	
  trails	
  as	
  is.	
  
Add	
  new	
  beginner/intermediate	
  level	
  trails	
  and	
  build	
  them	
  away	
  from	
  the	
  preserve	
  area.	
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PUBLIC INPUT MEETING #1
To find a creative and fun for gather public input,

to activity at Kessler Mountain. Options users

Alta Planning + Design put together a photo

could choose from were hiking, mountain biking,

booth where indivivuals could display the type

nature watching, photographing, educational user,

of user group they identified with in regards

mountain climbing, ad people watching.
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Kessler Mountain Trail Master Plan Public Meeting Comment Sheet Summary

There were only a few public comment forms received from the Kessler Mountain Public Meeting. In
most of the forms there was repeated appreciation of protecting the sensitive areas and ability to
accommodate to city and public input.
The following are reoccurring public opinions from the Kessler Mountain Trail Master Plan Meeting held
on December 14th, 2015.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approval of varying skill level of new proposed trails.
Approval of protecting and rerouting current trails to avoid sensitive areas.
No paved trail.
Reroute current trails or design new trails more hiker friendly.
Concerns of maintaining current and new trails. Who will do it and how much will it cost…
Approval of proposed reroutes of existing trails and new trails.
Kessler Mountain needing directional downhill mountain bike technical trail.
The need for the City of Fayetteville to embrace the progressive movement and encourage
mountain biking/outdoor recreation.
Protect the current trails and become more aggressive in developing outdoor recreation.

The following are reoccurring public questions from the Kessler Mountain Trail Master Plan:
•
•
•
•
•

How will the signage be done?
Will there be signage on the trails difficultly levels?
Who and how will the trails be maintained?
How will the sensitive areas be protected?
How will safety concerns be addressed?
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PUBLIC INPUT SURVEY
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